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Purpose:
To determine in a large multicenter multireader setting the interreader reliability of Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) version 2014 categories, the major imaging features seen with computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, and the potential effect of reader demographics on agreement with a preselected nonconsecutive image set.
Materials and Methods:
Institutional review board approval was obtained, and patient consent was waived for this retrospective study. Ten image sets, comprising 38-40 unique studies (equal number of CT and MR imaging studies, uniformly distributed LI-RADS categories), were randomly allocated to readers. Images were acquired in unenhanced and standard contrast material-enhanced phases, with observation diameter and growth data provided. Readers completed a demographic survey, assigned LI-RADS version 2014 categories, and assessed major features. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) assessed with mixed-model regression analyses was the metric for interreader reliability of assigning categories and major features. 
Results:
A
Conclusion:
ICC is good for final LI-RADS categorization and high for major feature characterization, with minimal reader demographic effect. Of note, our results using selected image sets from nonconsecutive examinations are not necessarily comparable with those of prior studies that used consecutive examination series.
assignments, and maintained the online case review forms and reader demographic database. Coauthors who are not employees of or consultants for ACR (K.J.F., C.S., C.B.S.) had control over the inclusion of all data and information submitted for publication.
Design
Institutional review board approval was obtained, and patient consent was waived for this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act-compliant retrospective multicenter multireader study.
Liver CT and MR Imaging Atlas
An atlas of CT and MR imaging LI-RADS observations was constructed from multiphase images contributed by nine radiologists (J. Table 1 (7, 8) . Unlike other algorithms, LI-RADS provides ordinal observation categories, a standardized lexicon, and major and ancillary features of HCC (Table 2) . Although there is extensive evaluation of imaging accuracy for HCC in the literature (9) , the lack of a standardized lexicon, inconsistent and ambiguous definitions for imaging features, and variable protocols challenge the synthesis of available evidence. LI-RADS promotes standardization and, consequently, reproducibility across institutions and radiologists. Few studies have evaluated LI-RADS reproducibility, each with limitations of single-center retrospective cohorts and, often, with narrow focus on binary diagnosis of HCC rather than on the whole algorithm (10) (11) (12) . The interreader reliability (IRR) of individual features and their incorporation into a complex algorithm remain gaps in knowledge.
The primary aim of our study is to determine in a large multicenter multireader setting the IRR of LI-RADS categories and major imaging features seen with CT and MR imaging and to determine the potential effect of reader demographics on agreement. The secondary aim is to assess the contribution of ancillary features and tiebreaking rules toward categorization.
Materials and Methods

Collaboration and Logistical Support
Logistical support for this study was provided by the American College of Radiology (ACR). Two ACR employees (M.B., L.C.) are coauthors of this article. They helped design the study, oversaw the block randomizations and case 
Author contributions:
Guarantors of integrity of entire study, K.J.F., C.B.S.; study concepts/study design or data acquisition or data analysis/ interpretation, all authors; manuscript drafting or manuscript revision for important intellectual content, all authors; approval of final version of submitted manuscript, all authors; agrees to ensure any questions related to the work are appropriately resolved, all authors; literature research, K.J. n Ancillary features and tie-breaking rules were used for 9.8% and 8.8% of review forms completed, respectively, and were more frequently used for MR imaging than for CT.
Advances in Knowledge
n Our results for ICC of major features and overall categorization were higher than those in previous publications; this may be related to the limitation of preselected observations rather than consecutive observations from clinical practice.
Implications for Patient Care
n LI-RADS interreader reliability is good for assigning the final category and excellent for characterizing major imaging features.
n LI-RADS interreader reliability was not significantly affected by a priori relative familiarity with LI-RADS classification, years of practice beyond residency, or expertise in liver imaging.
E
stablished hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) imaging features include arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE), washout appearance, and capsule appearance. Combinations of these features with size and growth are integral to imaging algorithms (1-6), at different phases of contrast enhancement was provided.
MR images depicting observations were obtained with standard liver protocol sequences (eg, T2-weighted imaging, diffusion-weighted imaging, unenhanced T1-weighted in-and opposed-phase imaging, and dynamic unenhanced and contrast-enhanced imaging in the late arterial, portal venous, and delayed phases, along with arterial subtraction imaging).
Image Sets
All observations (n = 382) within the atlas were reviewed in consensus by two members of the LI-RADS Steering Committee (K.J.F., C.S.; 3 and 10 years of experience, respectively). Each observation was assigned a LI-RADS version 2014 category in consensus. review forms detailed the LI-RADS version 2014 diagnostic algorithm. Readers were asked to score the presence of major features, assign an initial LI-RADS category, score the presence of LI-RADS ancillary features, apply tie-breaking rules, and assign a final LI-RADS category. Each reader also completed a demographic survey to record their familiarity with LI-RADS, the number of years they had been in practice, their expertise in liver imaging with CT and MR imaging, and their experience with other imaging algorithms. As none of the case sets included gadoxetate-enhanced MR images or any US images, the review forms did not address imaging features specific to hepatobiliary contrast agents or the LR-5US category.
Readers
A total of 302 radiologists were invited to participate via e-mail, and 113 agreed to participate. Potential readers were selected based on their expertise in liver imaging, their institutional affiliation with a Steering Committee member, or referral from other radiologists. The list of radiologists was meant to capture broad representation of experts and nonexperts from many institutions in both academic and community settings, including those outside the United States. Radiologists were provided a brief introduction to the study and the rationale behind it. Radiologists who confirmed their participation received internet links to downloadable case sets, online review forms, instructions to complete the review forms, and case set assignment. Case sets were assigned by block randomization to these radiologists so that each case set would be reviewed by an equal number of readers. 
Case Review Forms
Online case review forms were developed (https://surveymonkey.com). Readers were required to enter the case identification number and, as quality assurance indicators, the modality (CT or MR imaging) and observation size. The of CT and MR imaging and an approximately even distribution of LR-1 through LR-5, LR-5V, and LR-M findings. The number of observations per case set was selected to represent a large sample of observations but not more than could be reasonably completed in one review session. The finalized case sets were displayed in a standardized format and were subsequently converted from Table 4 Interrater Reliability for Assigning LI-RADS Categories and Major Features In all stratifications, LR-1 and LR-2 were pooled because they represent observations that were probably or definitely benign and would require no follow-up (17) . Similarly, LR-5 and LR-5V were pooled because they represent definite HCC and would require no biopsy according to current clinical practice guidelines. In two of the stratifications, LR-4 was pooled with LR-5 and LR-5V to form a composite category of probably or definitely HCC. Finally, because LR-M does not follow the same ordinal probability as other categories, the ICC was calculated both with and without inclusion of LR-M cases.
Similarly, a generalized LMM with case-and reader-specific intercepts was used to compute ICC for IRR on major features (binary outcomes). For these models, the estimation method was MCMC (18) , and the 95% CIs were computed from the MCMC-generated distribution.
IRR was compared between participating radiologists and was based on their self-reported proficiency in liver imaging, familiarity with LI-RADS, years of posttraining practice, and overall expertise. The four characteristics were dichotomized (highly proficient vs other, very familiar with LI-RADS vs other, etc) and were examined in separate analyses. LMM and generalized LMMs were extended with the addition of reader group strata, which enabled computation of separate ICCs (eg, for experts vs nonexperts) within one model. The significance of the difference between reader subgroup ICCs was assessed by using parametric bootstrap analysis in the LMM and MCMC-generated distribution in the generalized LMM. LMM together with a parametric (model-based) bootstrap for 95% CI construction around the ICC and ICC differences were used. The LMM was refit 1000 times by using pseudodata samples. ICCs and their differences were computed at each iteration. The 95% CIs around each ICC and their difference were constructed from the bootstrap replicates. Two-tailed P , .05 was considered indicative of a significant difference. For these analyses, CT and MR imaging were combined, LR-M was included, and only the LR-1/LR-2, LR-3, LR-4, LR-5/LR-5V, LR-M stratification was used to assess agreement on ordinal LI-RADS categories. The P values derived from the analysis for categories and major features were not adjusted for multiple
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Fowler et al readers downloading and scoring the wrong case sets. Readers were asked to input the case number for each form to ensure the appropriate case was scored.
Agreement on LI-RADS Categories
The agreement for LI-RADS categories was analyzed according to four distinct groups and is shown in Table 4 . The ICC for agreement was highest for MR imaging for all groups, and agreement was slightly higher for variants without the combined LR-4/ LR-5 category. The exclusion of LR-M had little effect on ICC. Figures 1-4 show examples of cases with high and in which duplicate case review forms were completed by the same reader, the second form was included in analysis under the assumption that the first form contained errors the reader intended to correct. Three cases and all corresponding review forms were excluded from final analysis because of incorrect labeling of contrast enhancement phases that was noticed only after case distribution. The final data set included 380 unique cases and 4009 separate review forms. Each case set was reviewed by an average of 11 readers (range, six to 17 readers).
The unequal distribution of case sets was due to reader drop out and some comparisons to highlight any potential differences for further exploration.
Results
Readers
Of the 302 readers who were invited, 167 (55%) confirmed they would participate. Of these 167 who were sent demographic forms with links for case assignment, 54 (32%) dropped out, while the remaining 113 (68%) completed the case review forms. CT image set with low agreement. The image set is exactly as it was presented to reviewers. Consensus reading by the steering committee was LR-M. The most frequent category assigned by reviewers was LR-5, assigned by approximately 33% of reviewers. This image set is a challenging example, and the lesion (arrows) could arguably be categorized as LR-4. DP = delayed phase HAP = hepatic arterial phase, Pre = precontrast, PVP = portal venous phase.
images (74% [291 of 393] vs 26% [102 of 393])
. The individual effect of each ancillary feature is difficult to discern because some cases that were upgraded or downgraded had multiple features selected. Although review forms asked specifically if ancillary features were used to determine the final category, they did require specification of which ones were used in the case of multiple selections. Agreement and Reader Demographics ICC differences were borderline higher for community practice readers than for academic readers (ICC difference, 0.009; P = .05). However, ICCs were not significantly affected by liver expertise, LI-RADS familiarity, or years of postresidency practice. Table 5 shows the agreement for overall categorization and major features based on reader demographics. Reader experience and expertise significantly affected assessment of washout appearance but did not affect other major features.
Tie-Breaking Rules
Ancillary Features
Ancillary features were used in 10% (393 of 4009) of review forms to modify the final category. Figure 7 shows 
Agreement on Major Features
ICCs for assigning major features are shown in Table 4 publications (11, 24) . In particular, the ICC for capsule appearance in our study, 0.80 (95% CI: 0.74, 0.87) for CT and 0.89 (95% CI: 0.84, 0.94) for MR imaging, is higher than that reported in prior publications (0.37 and 0.65, respectively), with higher agreement for MR imaging in studies that evaluated both MR imaging and CT. Despite the intention to create an atlas with a mix of cases, the selection of cases may have favored those with more classic features and contributed to the higher ICC in our study. The lower agreement for "capsule" reported in the literature may be partly due to the difficulty in distinguishing a distinct delayed enhancing rim from the background fibrosis, which can be even more challenging in smaller lesions (25) (26) (27) . Washout appearance agreement values were 0.85 (95% CI: 0.81, 0.88) for CT and 0.84 (95% CI: 0.79, 0.88) for MR imaging in our study; these values were greater than the 0.48-0.72 range reported in the literature. The subjective assessment of washout appearance may be confounded by background liver alterations (28) , and some authors have suggested a quantitative approach to defining washout (29) . The higher ICC results for major features in our study may underscore the variability that can be generated from workstation adjustments, which were removed in our study design. This raises the possibility that standardizing workstation adjustments may be a method to improve radiologist agreement, and this topic merits further investigation. Likewise, the selection of images potentially showing "classic" features may have contributed to higher ICC in our study. Additionally, the reviewers were forced to use the algorithm in a stepwise fashion, which may have improved reproducibility. Reader demographics minimally affected ICC, indicating LI-RADS can be applied reproducibly by readers of varying LI-RADS familiarity, liver expertise, or practice setting. Ancillary features were frequently observed but resulted in a change in final category in only approximately categories, including LR-M, at CT and MR imaging; (f) reduction of variability related to workstation adjustments (windowing, mislabeling of lesions, etc); (g) no requirement for pathologic proof of diagnosis, removing potential verification bias; and (h) thorough evaluation of LI-RADS, including data on use of ancillary features and tie-breaking rules. Table 6 compares the results of prior studies with ours.
The ICC for LI-RADS categories in our study (ie, 0.65-0.71) is similar to that reported in prior studies (ie, 0.44-0.82). We believe that our results accurately reflect reproducibility, given our large pool of cases (380 total, almost twice that of any other study) and our large pool of readers. These help control for problematic cases and equivocal features, which may negatively affect ICC.
Our major feature agreement was higher than that in previous overall reliability. ICC incorporates the magnitude of difference between readers, allowing for a global assessment of larger versus smaller disagreements between readers (ie, a disagreement between LR-1 and LR-5 categories has a greater effect on ICC than does a disagreement between LR-1 and LR-2 categories).
Six prior studies have assessed reader agreement regarding LI-RADS categories (11, 19, 20) or major features of HCC (11, (19) (20) (21) (22) . Unlike these studies, which all included readers from the same institution, ours is further enhanced by (a) multicenter international cross-sectional reader pool, including community practice, academic, and mixed practice environments; (b) derivation of the cases from eight different sites; (c) the largest number of readers tested to date; (d) no training module aside from the LI-RADS materials available online; (e) mixture of all LI-RADS 10% of total cases. Tie-breaking rules were used in a minority (9% of case review forms). Ancillary features and the use of tie-breaking rules were more prevalent for MR imaging, likely owing to a wider variety of image contrasts, the greater number of sequences, and the larger number of potential ancillary features available. The minor role of ancillary features in our study is similar to others' experience, suggesting that they may have a minimal effect on final diagnosis or reproducibility (30) . The frequency and specificity of ancillary features requires further investigation in clinical trials to help determine their optimal incorporation in the imaging algorithm. The effect of individual ancillary features and tie-breaking rules on interreader agreement was not assessed with our methods, but it should be the topic of future study.
Our study had several limitations. To achieve a large interrater agreement study, case distribution was limited to prepared cases with select images and annotations. This construct may not be optimal for assessing all imaging features, many of which may require the reviewer to scroll or alter window settings to be Note.-Bootstrap-based (for LI-RADS categories) and MCMC-based (for major features) P values for the differences in ICC between strata are shown. Data in parentheses are 95% CIs.
* P values indicate a significant difference. These P values are presented without an adjustment for multiple comparisons to highlight potential differences for further exploration.
confident. Of note, ambiguities related to feature designation may occur at different locations or section positions for each observation, and this may not have been captured in the select images included in the imaging atlas. Likewise, the observations included in the imaging atlas may represent higher quality data than encountered in routine practice and do not represent a consecutive case series; hence, our ICC values may not be duplicated in practice. For example, confident diagnosis of tumor in vein may require careful inspection of serial or reformatted images. Because such images were not routinely available, LR-5 and LR-5V were pooled. Thus, the prepared image set used in this study may be useful for training readers to use the LI-RADS system, but ICC obtained from this image set may not reflect interobserver agreement in real practice. Additionally, the very small number of consensus-or reader-identified LR-M tumors in the data made it unfeasible for us to treat LR-M as a separate category. More data would be required to answer the important question of separating different types of malignancy from nonmalignancy. As a compromise, we performed the analyses twice: once with LR-M pooled with LR-5 and LR-5V and once with consensus-identified LR-M excluded. An additional criticism of the current construct is the lack of a reference standard; thus, we did not assess diagnostic accuracy. Other studies have focused on assessment of the diagnostic accuracy of LI-RADS and other imaging algorithms, as validated with pathology (31, 32) . We did not assess ancillary features beyond the frequency of their use, nor did we include the LR-5US category.
In conclusion, in this multicenter study of interrater agreement on Relative frequency of ancillary features reported on review forms for cases that were up-or downgraded to achieve final category. Because some cases had multiple features selected, the effect of individual features on the final LI-RADS category is difficult to determine. The x-axis refers to the number of review forms marked for each feature.
HCC imaging diagnosis, the overall agreement was good for final LI-RADS categorization and high for major feature characterization, with minimal reader demographic effects.
Our results for agreement for major features are higher than those in previous consecutive case series, possibly because variability from display setting adjustment was eliminated and because selected annotated images were assessed. Reader demographics showed little effect on ICC. Ancillary features and tie-breaking rules were used in a minority of cases and were more frequently used for MR imaging than for CT. Future studies are required to determine the optimal role of ancillary features for categorization. 
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